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1. Introdution

In the framework of the forthoming Winter Olympis and Paralympi Games, taking plae in Sohi, Russia,

from 7 to 23 February 2014 and from 7 to 16 Marh 2014, WMOWWRP initiated a dediated blended Foreast

Demonstration/Researh and Development Projet (FDP/RDP). FROST-2014 (Foreast and Researh

in the Olympi Sohi Testbed; http://frost2014.meteoinfo.ru/) aimed at advaning the understanding of

nowasting and short-range predition proesses over omplex terrain, sine the region of Sohi is haraterized

by a omplex topography, with the Cauasus mountains in the viinity of the Blak Sea (Kiktev, 2011), as

shown in Fig. 12, where the main features of the Olympi venues are presented.

Figure 12: Main features of the Olympi venues for Sohi�2014.

Sine Russia belongs to the COSMO onsortium (http://www.osmo-model.org), several ativities have also

been undertaken within the onsortium to support NWP aspets of the FROST-2014 projet. The COSMO

tasks within FROST-2014 are organized in the framework of the Priority Projet CORSO (Consolidation of

Operation and Researh results for the Sohi Olympi games), whih deals with the following topis:
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1. deterministi foreasting,

2. probabilisti foreasting:

(a) FDP part: reloation of COSMO-LEPS (Montani et al., 2011) over the Sohi area, generating a

new system named COSMO-S14-EPS (�S� stands for Sohi);

(b) RDP part: development of a onvetive-sale ensemble system for the Sohi area, referred to as

COSMO-RU2-EPS (�RU2� stands for Russian 2.2 km);

3. post-proessing and produt generation;

4. veri�ation (development of VERSUS software for probabilisti veri�ation).

As for 2(a), the main ativities inlude the set-up, generation, implementation and maintenane of COSMO-

S14-EPS, the onvetion-parameterized ensemble predition system based on COSMO model and targeted for

the Sohi-area. In addition to providing probabilisti guidane for the predition of high-impat weather over

the Olympi mountainous areas in the short range (up to day 3), COSMO-S14-EPS is also meant to provide

both initial and boundary onditions for ativity 2(b), linked to the generation of the onvetive-permitting

ensemble, COSMO-RU2-EPS, running on a quasi�operational basis during winter 2013.

2. Methodology and implementation

As previously mentioned, COSMO-S14-EPS is a reloation of COSMO-LEPS over the area interested by the

Olympi ompetitions. As suh, it shares some features of the COSMO-LEPS methodology for its generation.

On the other hand, omputer-time onstraints and the interest towards the short-range made it neessary

to make some hanges. The main harateristis of COSMO-S14-EPS are summarized in Table 5, whih also

reports some details relative to the global ensemble ECMWF-EPS.

It is worth pointing out that those ECMWF EPS members providing both initial and boundary onditions

to COSMO-S14-EPS, are seleted via a lustering tehnique performed between t+48h and t+72h on the

basis of four variables (Z, U, V, Q) at three pressure levels (500, 700, 850 hPa). In addition to that, the lower

boundary ondition for all COSMO-S14-EPS members is taken from COSMO model run in hindast mode

(short-range foreast nested on ECMWF analyses).

Table 5: Main features of the present implementations of ECMWF-EPS, COSMO-S14-EPS

and COSMO-RU2-EPS.

ECMWF-EPS COSMO-S14-EPS COSMO-RU2-EPS

Hor. res. � 31 km 7 km 2.2 km

Vert. res. 62 ML 40 ML 50 ML

Foreast length 240h 72h 48h

Ensemble size 50+1 10 10

Initial time 00/12 UTC 00/12 UTC 00/12 UTC

Convetion Parameterized Parameterized Resolved

Running at ECMWF ECMWF Roshydromet

ICs and BCs SV ini pert + from seleted from COSMO-S14-EPS

EDA ECMWF-EPS members members

Model Stohasti physial Physial

perturbations tendenies + parameterizations

baksatter

COSMO-S14-EPS was implemented on ECMWF super�omputers in November 2011 and has been running

on a regular basis sine 19 Deember 2011 thanks to the billing units provided by the ECMWF Speial Projet

SPCOFROST. COSMO-S14-EPS generates a set of standard probabilisti produts, inluding probability of

surpassing a threshold, ensemble mean and ensemble standard�deviation for several surfae and upper-air vari-

ables. These produts are delivered in real time to the Hydrometenter of Russia (Roshydromet), further dis-

seminated to Sohi foreasters and presented at the FROST-2014 Web-site (http://frost2014.meteoinfo.

ru/foreast/goomap and http://frost2014.meteoinfo.ru/foreast/arpa-new/osmo-s14-eps-maps).

In addition to this, all foreast members for a speially de�ned area are transferred to Roshydromet where the

epsgrams for predetermined points are prepared (see http://frost2014.meteoinfo.ru/foreast/arpa-new

(authorization required)). The generation of the di�erent types of non-graphial produts makes use of
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�Fieldextra�, the o�ial COSMO post-proessing software (for information about Fieldextra, please refer

to http://www.osmo-model.org). The graphial produts are prepared using the GRADS pakage.

In addition to the ensemble produts, initial and hourly-boundary onditions (up to t+48h) are provided

to Roshydromet for the experimentation with the onvetion-resolving ensemble COSMO-RU2-EPS, whose

main features are also summarized in Table 5.

Figure 13 reports the orography for the three systems of Table 5 and is meant to indiate the potential impat

of inreased horizontal resolution in the desription of orographi and mesosale-related proesses.

Figure 13: Model orography (in m) for ECMWF-EPS (�x = 31 km, top-left panel), COSMO-

S14-EPS (�x = 7 km, top-right panel) and COSMO-RU2-EPS (�x = 2:2 km, bottom panel) in

the Olympi region.

ECMWF-EPS orography (top-left panel) shows almost no evidene of the valley running for about 40 kilome-

tres from Sohi-Adler, the �Coastal luster� where ie-sport ompetitions will take plae, towards Krasnaya

Polyana, loated in the area of the �Mountain luster� for snow-sport ompetitions (see also Fig. 12). COSMO-

S14-EPS (top-right panel of Fig. 13) already o�ers a better desription of the omplex topography of the area,

although it has to be pointed out that only with the 2.2 km grid-size of COSMO-RU2-EPS (bottom panel)

some important details of the geography (e.g. the eastward turn of the valley after Krasnaya Polyana) an

emerge. It is lear that the simple inrease of horizontal resolution does not automatially guarantee a better

simulation of the �ow over orography and an overall higher predition skill of preipitation. On the other

hand, it has already been shown (Montani et al., 2013), that COSMO-S14-EPS outperforms ECMWF-EPS

in terms of probabilisti predition of preipitation events in the short range. These results, although based

on only three months, have shown the potential of limited-area ensemble foreasting for the predition of

preipitation with high spatial detail.

In the next setion, we analyse the performane of COSMO-S14-EPS and COSMO-RU2-EPS for a number

of high-impat weather events ourred during the last winter and we try to assess the impat of higher

-resolution in the probabilisti predition of heavy preipitation and surfae temperature.

3. Case-study results

Here, the attention is foused on the performane of the limited-area ensemble predition systems for two

high�impat weather events:
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� heavy preipitation event on 13 January 2013 with 21 mm of rain during the day on the oast (Sohi/Adler)

and 33 mm of snow-water equivalent in the mountain (Krasnaya Polyana);

� Foehn event on 14-15 February 2013 with a sudden 10�degree warming.

Figure 14: COSMO-S14-EPS run starting at 00UTC of 11 January 2013 (48-60 hour foreast

range): probability of 12�hour rainfall exeeding 20 mm (left panel) and of 12-hour snowfall exeed-

ing 15 mm of water equivalent. The blak squares on the oast denote Sohi and Adler; the blak

square inland denotes Krasnaya Polyana.

3.1 Heavy preipitation event

Figure 14 reports the performane of COSMO-S14-EPS in terms of probabilisti predition for two variables:

probability of 12�hourly aumulated rainfall exeeding 20 mm (left panel) and probability of 12�hourly

simulated snowfall exeeding 15 mm of equivalent water. The ensemble runs start at 00UTC of 11 January and

the attention is foused on the 48-60 hour foreast range: it an be notied that COSMO-S14-EPS provides a

quite aurate foreasts giving large probability of heavy preipitation. Despite the steepness of the orography

and the length of the foreast range, the system is able to distinguish between the area more likely a�eted

by rainfall (along the oast, left panel) and the region mainly interested by snowfall (in the mountains, right

panel). This is an interesting result, as the knowledge of the possibility of this weather event, with an advane

of about 2 days, gives organizers the hane of taking ounter�measures and relieving the weather-related

problems. Let us ompare the COSMO-S14-EPS foreasts to COSMO-RU2-EPS. The attention is �xed on the

ability of both systems to predit the possible ourrene of heavy snowfall inland. More preisely, we onsider

the preditability of the following event: �probability of 12h snowfall exeeding 15 mm of equivalent water�.

In Fig. 15, the left�olumn (right�olumn) panels report the performane of COSMO-S14-EPS (COSMO-

RU2-EPS) for the foreast ranges 36-48 hour and 24-36 hour (top-row and bottom-row panels, respetively).

It an be notied that the signal by COSMO-S14-EPS foreasts (left�olumn) is onsistent for the di�erent

predition ranges, with a probability of snowfall above 90% in the area atually a�eted by the weather event.

It is also worth pointing out that no snowfall is predited along the oast at any foreast range (probabilities

below 1%), onsistently with observations. A straight omparison of COSMO-S14-EPS against COSMO-RU2-

EPS foreasts indiates that the higher�resolution ensemble (right�olumn panels of Fig. 15) provides more

detailed information in terms of loation of the regions a�eted or not by heavy snowfall. In the onvetive�

resolving ensemble, the extent of the oastal region not interested by snowfall turns out to be more evident.

At the same time, the higher-resolution ensemble is more on�dent in giving larger probabilities of snow in

the mountainous region. Sine more and more spatial and time details are usually required to the foreasts

for shorter time ranges, COSMO-RU2-EPS seems to have, on the basis of this ase study, the potential to

provide a larger amount of information to loal foreasters and event organizers.

3.2 Foehn event

Sudden temperature hanges in the Olympi areas are onsidered high�impat weather events possibly af-

feting outdoor ompetitions. Therefore, the predition of this type of event is an important benhmark for

the usefulness of ensemble predition systems. Note that the event onsidered below was regarded as hardly

preditable by loal foreasters.

Figure 16 shows the evolution of surfae temperature in Krasnaya Polyana from 13 to 16 February 2013.

Linked to the onset of Foehn winds, a marked inrease took plae between 13 and 15 February, a�eting both

day�time and night�time temperatures. On 14 and 15 February, the observed peaks amounted to 6 and 10

o

C, respetively.

As for the ability of COSMO-S14-EPS (the only system analysed in this ase study) to predit this temperature
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Figure 15: Probability of 12�hour snowfall exeeding 15 mm of equivalent water: COSMO-S14-

EPS runs starting at 12UTC of 11 January (top-left panel, t+36-48h) and at 00UTC of 12 January

(bottom-left panel, t+24-36h) and COSMO-RU2-EPS runs starting at 12UTC of 11 January (top-

right panel, t+36-48h) and at 00UTC of 12 January (bottom-right panel, t+24-36h). All foreasts

verify at 12UTC of 13 January 2013. As in Fig. 14, the blak squares in the left panels denote Sohi,

Adler and Krasnaya Polyana.

Figure 16: Observations of 2-metre temperature in Krasnaya Polyana (data from FROST

database).

inrease, Fig. 17 reports the meteograms omputed over the station point of Krasnaya Polyana, in terms of

2-metre temperature, for di�erent starting times. The top panel of the �gure indiates that, already at the

72�hour range (foreasts starting at 12UTC of 12 February), the COSMO-S14-EPS members predit the

temperature inrease of 14 and 15 February, with peaks lose to, or above, 10

o

C. In this panel, as well as in
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the others, some disrepanies between observed and predited temperature are evident, but the di�erenes

are partly related to the model orography, whih loate Krasnaya Polyana at about 941 m, instead of 567 m.

The auray of 2�metre temperature foreasts seems related, among other fators, to the good predition of

the onset of the Foehn winds, in terms of both loation and intensity (not shown).

(a)

(b)

()

(d)

Figure 17: Point meteograms in terms of 2�metre temperature over Krasnaya Polyana based

on COSMO-S14-EPS and starting at: (a) 12UTC of 12 February, (b) 00UTC of 13 February, ()

12UTC of 13 February and (d) 00UTC of 14 February.

4. Summary and Outlook

The main results of the ensemble predition system experimentation within FROST-2014 an be summarized

as follows:

� The new COSMO-based ensemble systems over the Sohi-area (COSMO-S14-EPS and COSMO-RU2-

EPS) were implemented and run on an operational/quasi�operational basis;

� COSMO-S14-EPS was shown to be able to apture the possible ourrene of intense and loalized

weather events in the Olympi venues with a few days in advane;

� COSMO-S14-EPS produts are getting more and more used in operational foreasting and the use of

probabilisti produts among Olympi foreasters is inreasing.
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As for the future, it is planned to onsolidate the generation/transmission/use of probabilisti produts from

ECMWF to the Sohi foreasters and to quantify the added value of the higher resolution in COSMO-RU2-

EPS foreasts.
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